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Introduction

• One in eight people lived in an urban center in 1940
• One in three by 1980
• Currently, more than half of the world’s population lives in cities
• The UN projects that almost all of the global population growth expected in the next 30 years will be concentrated in 

urban areas
• 50% of the human population resides on less than 3% of Earth’s ice-free land area

Urban Areas
• Defined by population size and density
• Centered around economic activity (typically very little production of agriculture or raw materials
• Strong labor supply and demand
• Complex transportation network infrastructure
• Less individuality is “way of life”
• Strong administration and governance 



Introduction

Census definition
• To qualify as an urban area, the territory identified according to criteria must encompass at least 2,500 people, at least 

1,500 of which reside outside institutional group quarters. 
• “Urban areas represent densely developed territory, and encompass residential, commercial, and other non-

residential urban land uses…densely settled core of census tracts/blocks that meet minimum population density 
requirements.”

• 81% of US population live in one of the 486 urban areas or 3,087 urban clusters

NLCD definition
• Uses land cover data with population data to show “people to impervious surface cover” ratio to qualify areas as 

“urban build-up”
• Remote sensing from satellite imagery can be used to reclassify areas based on whether it is covered by developed, 

forested, agricultural (pasture) land, water, wetland, etc. 

Urban-rural Gradient
• Urban areas appear as a dense, highly developed core, surrounded by irregular rings of diminishing development
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Growth

Sprawl
• The dispersed, auto-dependent development outside compact urban cores. In other 

words, when the spread of development across the landscape far outpaces the 
population growth.

Smart growth
• Measure of development in comparison to population. More people in a smaller 

geographic area with lower impervious surface cover are the “smarter” in contrast to 
sprawl which has a multitude of environmental hazards and social problems associated 
with it. The smarter the growth the higher the access within communities, the less 
forested land is lost, the less wastewater runoff issues including flooding, as well as 
other important factors.

Quantifying Growth-Smart Growth Index
• “Smart Growth America is a coalition of advocacy organizations that have a stake in how 

metropolitan expansion affects the environment, quality of life and economic 
sustainability”
• EPA's Smart Growth Index ranks 83 of the largest US cities by 22 factors related to 

smart growth. These factors include but are not limited to residential density, 
neighborhood mix of homes, jobs, and services, strength of activity centers, 
accessibility of street network.



Mixed Land Use

Compact Design
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Smart Growth

Most Sprawling Cities

• Has few areas that serve as focal points for 
the community. For example, more than 
66% of the population lives over ten miles 
from a central business district

• Low mix of land use and home type. Just 
28% of residents in Riverside live within 
one-half block of any business or 
institution

• Residential density is below average. Less 
than 1% lives in communities with enough 
density to be effectively served by transit

• Street network is poorly connected. Over 
70% of its blocks are larger than the 
traditional/average size



Activity

Please get into groups of 2-3 and discuss the following: 

• First, list 5 major push-pull factors (socioeconomic factors) For example, political view, cost of living, climate, etc. 

• Then, list 5 major constraints to expansion. For example, zoning ordinances, water, soil type, etc. 

• Last, turn those lists into specific data sources. For example, TIGER lines can be downloaded to show roads 
change over time. 



Urban Growth Simulation

Historical and predicted 
trends 

Implement possible 
policy scenarios

Model potential growth
Determine possible 

impacts

Deforestation, urbanization, and agricultural expansion are the most 
common land use/land cover changes measured by geographers. We are 
mostly focused on urbanization for this project but this includes looking at 
forest and ag. land lost to development. Again, more specifically the density. 

GIS overlays multiple data layers (land cover, road lines, population density, 
topographic features, etc.) to be used in a cell-by-cell based simulation 
model. NLCD can be used to show historic land change by comparing old 
land uses with no to show where development has occurred.



Advantages of modeling
• Integrates multiple spatially explicit data layers
• Explores theoretical investigations of urban processes
• Examines land use management and policy scenarios
• Can be validated by running model over previous years using real, known imagery
Disadvantages of modeling
• Data not always available (resolution of data is often low for older data sets)
• Intense computational calibration/validation
• Prediction accuracy averages around only 70%
1. Land change from using only land use/landcover data

I. Logistic regression
II. Cellular Automata

I. Dispersion
II. New center spreading
III. Growth around edges of spread
IV. Further enhanced by road change data over time

2. Human component consideration
I. Agent Based modeling

I. Best for incorporating humans and their random decision making (Net Logo is most popular software used)

Urban Growth Simulation



Urban Growth Simulation

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5IpPvOV8tw


Aesthetically Pleasing?
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Growth drivers
WHAT MAKES PEOPLE MOVE?

• Employment

• Living arrangements & Retirement

• Accessibility

• Laws / regulation
13
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• Go south young man! (Good-ish correlation found between Net Inflow of Migration from (2010-14) and short term 
(2015-16) and long term (2010-15) job growth rate

City Net Inflow
Austin 126296
Raleigh 55920
San Antonio 94159
Denver 103785
Nashville 63477
Charlotte 83305
Orlando 72735

Houston 191796
Oklahoma City 37528
Dallas-Fort Worth 184021

Metro Area by job growth rate 
(2010-15)

Rank

Greeley, CO 1

Provo, UT 2

Cape Coral-Fort Meyers, FL 3
Austin, TX 4

San Francisco, CA 5
Naples, FL 6
San Jose, CA 7

Nashville, TN 8
North Port-Sarasota, FL 9

Santa Rosa, CA 10

• But just to their cities, not around the state (5 of the bottom 10 states in the list of jobs generated per capita (2010-
20103) are in the south while only Texas figures in the top 10.

Growth drivers
WHERE DO THESE PEOPLE MOVE TO? – EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

Metro Area
Job Growth % 

(2016-)

San Francisco, CA 4.58

San Jose, CA 4.1

Orlando, FL 4.64
Nashville, TN 3.43

Dallas, TX 4.58
Austin, TX 4.76

Denver, CO 2.71
Charlotte, NC 2.99

Raleigh, NC 3.92
Portland, OR 3.17

http://www.best-cities.org/2016/best-performing-cities-report-2016.pdf Forbes’ analytics and estimates as a base percentageForbes’ analytics and estimates as a base percentage
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Upwardly mobile yuppies (look for lofts in the big city)
vs
People starting a family (would look for larger homes in the suburbs)

Older people prefer warmer climates for therapeutic purposes. Already existing communities 
cater to their needs.

People also move because of a sense of community / belonging or growing tired in being in that 
one

Growth drivers
WHERE DO THESE PEOPLE MOVE TO? – LIVING ARRANGEMENTS & RETIREMENT
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Accessibility to better:

• Transit connectivity: Curitiba (Brazil) became a model for bus transit in many cities throughout the world

• Natural resources: Krasnodar (Russia) has fertile land for tea and crops and thus is thriving on 
gastronomic tourism

• Electricity & public utilties: Gurgaon (India) went from being a village in the 90s to a million-plus suburb 
of Delhi

• Government support: Dalian (China) has benefitted immensely through its IT parks

• Renewed access to essentials: Johannesburg (South Africa) has been booming (sadly by leeching off 
water from neighbouring Lesotho)

Growth drivers
WHERE DO THESE PEOPLE MOVE TO? – ACCESSIBILITY
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People would want to move to neighbourhoods with low crime rates. http://www.city-data.com/crime/
provides a decent comparison tool. Blacksburg’s 29.3% higher than the US Average. Alexandria: 47.5%)

Low/no income taxes or other financial benefits (London is the 7th largest French speaking country in the 
world, thanks to the surge of immigrants coming due to Hollande’s severe tax brackets) 

Personal beliefs (LGBTQ and Religious minorities may find more acceptance in “liberal” cities than 
“conservative” ones.

Growth drivers
WHERE DO THESE PEOPLE MOVE TO? – LAWS AND REGULATIONS

http://www.city-data.com/crime/


Transit Oriented 

Development

Designed for maximum access to residential and commercial centers 
(mixed use by nature)

Preferably by transit and non motorized vehicles
(Check your neighbourhood’s walkability index at https://www.walkscore.com/)

Employing good financial sense 
(ability to recoup public investment over a reasonable period)

While ensuring increasing public engagement and social equity

18

https://www.walkscore.com/


Transit Oriented 

Development
What to watch out for:

Grid street pattern ->
better connectivity ->
higher densities

High availability of surface parking -> low 
hourly rates -> 
land value is cheap 

Larger block sizes ->
More number of vehicles per household

19

TOD database. http://toddata.cnt.org/db_tool.php

http://toddata.cnt.org/db_tool.php


Development 

Arrested

Some examples of TOD (and the challenges they face)
• Hong Kong & Singapore (constrained by land area)
• Washington DC (building height restrictions)
• Salt Lake City (HUGE block sizes, largest in the country)
• New York Hudson Yards (not so positive a start; hold judgement on recouping finances)
• Dubai (There have been talks…)

Contrast TOD with Transit Adjacent Development
• Primarily suburban
• Generally lower densities
• McMansions galore
• Multiple vehicles per household
• Ample parking but poor overall connectivity 20



WHAT IF the entire population of the world (6.9 Billion in 2011) lived in one city

THEN how large would it have to be 

IF it were as dense as these American cities

(Taken from a study done by  PerSquareMile)

21

Food for Thought



Highest density of all the million plus 
cities – 27000 people / sqmile. Though 
the New York – Newark metro is only 
5300 pp/sqmi (LA Metro meanwhile 
clocks at 7000 pp/sqmi. Hah!)

NYC is still sparser than:
Paris: 55,000 pp/sqmi
Mumbai: 73,000 pp/sqmi
Manila: 107,000 pp/sqmi (Hello Beng!)

Hudson Yards – a good implementation 
but having multiple issues 

22

NYC
Not so Big an Apple



Density of 17000 pp/sqmi

Although including the Bay Area would 
drag it down to 1100 pp/sqmi (Thanks 
San Jose)

Lots of initiatives being taken by BART 
towards TOD. Feasibility and 
connectivity for riders a prime concern

23

SAN FRANCISCO
At least we’re not San Jose



H O U S T
O N

Density of 3600 pp/sqmi

(Comparators:
Blacksburg: 2000 pp/sqmi
Alexandria: 8500 pp/sqmi)

Although this grouping accounts for 
only average sized (and not Houston 
sized) humans

Late to adopt to TOD. Released a 
feasibility study last year.

24



Urban Sprawl and 

Commuting Times

Intuitively, the greater the sprawl, the greater the commuting times on average. However, 
counter-intuitively, the older the age of the sprawling neighbourhood, the lower the commute 
times.

25

(Sultana & Weber, 2013. The Nature of Urban Growth and the Commuting Transition: Endless Sprawl or a Growth Wave?)

ATLANTAPORTLAND



Urban Sprawl vs. Decentralization

“Sprawl refers to a specific form of 
decentralization that is characterized by much 
of the late-twentieth century metropolitan 
growth in which single use developments-
housing subdivisions, shopping malls, office 
parks, and industrial parks- are segregated 
from each other and are accessible primarily 
by automobiles traveling on arterial roads.”



Generating Sprawl: 

Market Forces and Public 

Policy

Land values 

Consumer preference

Federal mortgage and tax policies created by the FHA

Interstate highway system

Subsidized infrastructure 



What are some negative 
impacts of sprawl?



Reducing Sprawl: 

Public Policy and Market Forces

Modifying public policies that have subsidized sprawling development 
● Ex: gas prices 

Encouraging high density development / smart growth

Transit oriented development 

New urbanism

Demographic changes

Location efficient mortgages

Urban growth boundary 



Negative Impacts of Sprawl
“newer suburbs at the edge of a metropolitan area, the exclusive use zoning, and the complete 
separation of land use that it requires makes it more likely that you will depend on an automobile for 
most, or even all, of these activities“ (Bluestone, pg. 462)

Dependence on automobiles
● Increase in automobile ownership leads to increase in gas consumption, and an increase in total per capita miles driven, which accelerates the 

depletion of nonrenewable resources 
● Increased congestion
● Opportunity cost of travel

Large lot, low density development

New infrastructure required to support expanding network → increased costs to taxpayers

Costs to society

Lack of choice of housing types

Increased potential for flooding and soil erosion 

Isolation of populations without access to cars 
Unaesthetic 



How can we as planners 
reduce sprawl?



Zoning

Why zoning?
Increased awareness of the need for city planning emerged during the explosive urban growth of the late 1800s and early 
1900s. No separation between domestic life and work life. Factories were being built in the cities at a feverish pace and in 
close proximity to where the residents lived.

As a result:
1.negative externalities such as air and water pollution, which further impact retail businesses.
2.potential safety hazard such as fire and crime for the residents.
3.Uncertainty of future for investors and for families.



The Power of Eminent 

Domain

“the right of a government or its agent to expropriate private property for public use, with payment of compensation”

Positive (preserving natural and heritage landmarks) vs Negative (government can subvert law at times)

Penn Central vs New York City (1978) 
• Wanted to construct an office tower above its already existing railroad station

• The New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission ruled against that Penn Central as the proposed changes would change the 
station by too much. 

• Penn Central sued in court but the Supreme Court ruled against them. 

• No set procedure for compensating when a company incurs a loss as a result of government regulations

33



Sprawling due to 

Architectural Vanity?

Lúcio Costa and Oscar
Niemeyer designed Brasilia 
(Brazil) as the new capital in 
1956

Planned to make it look 
impressive from above (shaped 
like a plane)

The wings are the residential 
areas while the cockpits are 
government buildings

Poor connectivity and livability 
issues



Activity - Oracle

Starting with a base figure of 5000 in 1870

Using the contextual clues from the 
presentation,

Identify how the population (and density) of 
the city of Los Angeles
• Be impacted (increase/decrease)
• By what magnitude (large/small)

due to the following events in the next 20 
years

• Arrival of railroads in the 1870s

• Permanent-ish water supply from the Owens River from 
1900s

• Hollywood comes to town in the 1920s

• Post-war American suburban dream era (1950s)

• The Eisenhower Freeway system (1950s)

• High crime rates and race riots (60s-90s)

35



The Results

36



Four principal motives for zoning

Externality zoning

Design zoning

Fiscal zoning

Exclusionary zoning



Exclusionary zoning

One reason of exclusionary zoning - retaining value

Low income residents contribution cost of public services in the community high income residents contribution

+-



Question

Q:Under this logic, would you support 
exclusive zoning if you live in a higher income 
community?



Other problems of 

conventional zoning 
Well-intentioned policy statement:

Infill and develop in existing urbanized areas. Building affordable multi-family housing near 
transportation corridors.







Alternative to zoning

Conventional Zoning

Density use, FAR (floor area ratio), 

setbacks, parking requirements, 

maximum building heights 

specified

Zoning Design Guidelines

plus frequency of openings and 

surface articulation specified

Form-Based Codes

Street and building types (or mix of types), 

build-to lines, number of floors, and 

percentage of built site frontage specified.



Case Study

San Bernardino, CA San Francisco, CA
https://smartgrowthamerica.org/ https://smartgrowthamerica.org/

Overall Sprawl Index Score: 251.27Overall Sprawl Index Score: 14.22

https://www.smartgrowthamerica.org/app/legacy/documents/measuring-sprawl-2014.pdf



www.old.smartgrowthamerica.org/documents/riversidesprawl.pdf



www.old.smartgrowthamerica.org/documents/riversidesprawl.pdf



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1u7H1helosI

